Recent developments in the study of language in society have moved the field increasingly away from linear models towards complex models. The complexity of timespace as an aspect of what is called "context" is of key importance in this development, and this article engages with two possibly useful concepts in view of this: chronotope and scale. Chronotope can be seen as invokable chunks of history organizing the indexical order of discourse; scale, in turn can be seen as the scope of communicability of such invocations. Thus, whenever we see chronotopes, we see them mediated by scales. The cultural stuff of chronotopes is conditioned by the sociolinguistic conditions of scale. This nuanced approach to timescale contextualization offers new directions for complexity-oriented research in our fields.
Introduction
The conceptual work that I wish to document in this essay must be seen as part of a bigger effort in linguistic anthropology and adjacent sciences to arrive at more precise and realistic accounts of an object of study which, by exactly such attempts, is bound to remain unstable and subject to perpetual upgrading and reformulation. In the most general sense, the issue is 2 The most comprehensive early discussion of these inadequacies, tremendously relevant but rarely used these days, is probably Cicourel's The Social Organization of Juvenile Justice (1967) ; see also Silverstein (1992) ; Hanks (1996) ; Duranti (1997) ; Blommaert (2001 and 2005) for extended discussions. Two collections of essays, now slightly dated, provide broadly scoped discussions of context: Auer & DiLuzio (1992) and Duranti & Goodwin (1992) .
ideological dimension of semiosis, we have since learned, moves the field of analysis into very different directions: Saussurean language is substituted by a multiplex "total linguistic fact" (about which more in a moment); the analysis of communication shifts from intention to effects, of which denotation is just one; and such effects are necessarily unstable and indeterminate -hence "creative" .
The nexus of the two problems I identified earlier is indexicality: language-ideologically "loaded" semiotic features (indexicals) come in as a "translocal" but "locally" enacted layer of historical meaning. Indexicality, in Silverstein's conception, brings into profile the historical dimension of Goffman's frames: when we perform interpretive work, we draw on relatively conventionalized (and therefore historical) sets of metapragmatically attributive meaning -"tropes" (Silverstein 1992: 69; also Agha 1997 also Agha , 2007a ) -that are triggered by indexicals providing presupposable pointers to "those implicit values (…) of relational identity and power that, considered as an invokable structure, go by the name of 'culture'" (Silverstein 1992: 57; also Agha 1997) . The interstices between distinct "levels" of context disappear because each "local" (micro) act of contextualization operates by means of locally (in)validated invocations of "translocal" (macro) meanings: "The point is that social life as interactions that constantly call up culture (and its deployability or realization in them) and reinvest it with their historicity, is the object of this wider construal of 'contextualization'." (ibid)
And the Gumperzian "contextualization cues" -the target of Silverstein's critique -reemerge as semiotic features (indexicals) prompting "local" interpretations grounded in "translocal" historically configured ascriptions of genre, key, footing and identity often captured under the term "register" (Agha2005; 2007a; Silverstein 2003 Silverstein , 2006 . Which is why uniquely situated activities such as talk in school can, and do, contribute not just to learning but also to membership of social class and other "macro" social categories: "Collective socio-historical schemas are continuously reconstituted in within the flows and contingencies of situated activity" (Rampton 2006: 344; Wortham 2006 1997: 495) . The "local" and "micro", therefore is not "synchronic" but profoundly historical, and the micro-macro distinction (our first problem) has become irrelevant, since every instance of "micro" contextualization would at once be an instance of "macro" contextualization. As for the one-dimensional view of meaning as a singular and linear outcome of interaction (our second problem), it is replaced by a multidimensional package of effects, some of which are "locally" enacted and others occurring later in forms of re-entextualization (Silverstein & Urban 1996; Blommaert 2001) .
What is "taken along" from one semiotic event is "brought along" into the next one. And this is our object of study: the total linguistic (or semiotic) fact "is irreducibly dialectic in nature. It is an unstable mutual interaction of meaningful sign forms, contextualised to situations of interested human use and mediated by the fact of cultural ideology" (Silverstein 1985:220) This object has become a complex nonlinear and multidimensional thing; the context in which it operates has likewise become a complex dialectics of features pointing at once to various "levels". And due to this fusion of "micro" and "macro", this total linguistic/semiotic fact is intrinsically historical: a reality to which Voloshinov directed our attention long ago. Which brings us to Bakhtin.
Chronotope and scale
Recall that I emphasized value and history, because these notions lead us right to the core of Bakhtin's view of language and are indispensable in our discussion of chronotope. Let me briefly elaborate both.
Bakhtin's concept of language is a sociolinguistic one, containing not just "horizontal" distinctions such as dialects (linguistic variation) but also "vertical" ones such as genres, professional jargons and the like (social variation). To be more specific, Bakhtin sees language in its actual deployment (as e.g. in a novel) as a repository of "internal stratification present in every language at any given moment of its historical existence" (Bakhtin 1981: 263) . At any moment of performance, the language (or discourse, as Bakhtin qualifies it) actually used will enable an historical-sociological analysis of different "voices" within the social stratigraphy of language of that moment: Bakhtin's key notion of heteroglossia -the delicate "dialogical" interplay of socially (ideologically, we would now say) positioned voices in e.g. a novel -is the building block of a "sociological stylistics" (id. 300); and as he demonstrated in the various essays in The Dialogical Imagination, this sociological stylistics is necessarily historical.
we call "style", for it can be played out, always hybridized, in ways that shape recognizable meaning effects "created by history and society" (id. 323).
The step from history to value is a small one. The stratified sociolinguistic diversity which is central to Bakhtin's view of language -its historically specific heteroglossic structuremeans that understanding is never a linear "parsing" process; it is an evaluative one. When Bakhtin talks about understanding, he speaks of "integrated meaning that relates to value -to truth, beauty and so forth -and requires a responsive understanding, one that includes evaluation" (Bakhtin 1986: 125) . The dialogical principle evidently applies to uptake of speech as well, and such uptake involves the interlocutor's own historically specific "verbalideological belief systems" and can only be done from within the interlocutor's own specific position in a stratified sociolinguistic system. Nothing, consequently, is "neutral" in this process -not even time and space, as his discussion of chronotope illustrates.
Bakhtin designed chronotope to express the inseparability of time and space in human social action, and he selected the "literary artistic chronotope" where "spatial and temporal indicators are fused into one carefully thought-out, concrete whole", in such a way that the chronotope could be seen as "a formally constitutive category of literature" (1981: 84).
Identifying chronotopes enabled Bakhtin to address the co-occurrence of events from different times and places in novels. He saw chronotopes as an important aspect of the novel's heteroglossia, part of the different "verbal-ideological belief systems" that were in dialogue in a novel. We shall see how productive this can be for our scholarship. For now, let us gloss Bakhtin's chronotopes as "invokable histories", elaborate frames in which time, space and patterns of agency coincide, create meaning and value, and can be set off against other chronotopes.
Which is why the subtitle to Bakhtin's essay on "Forms of time and of chronotope in the novel" was "Notes towards a historical poetics" -Bakhtin's problem was that novels are not just historical objects (Dickens wrote in the mid-19 th century) but also articulate complexly layered historicities, the historical ideological positions of narrator, plot and characters, in the form of chronotopes.
Chronotopes presuppose the non-uniformity of historical spacetime in relation to human consciousness and agency, and they share this presupposition with that other concept I must TimeSpace, with more "scales" than in Braudel's framework (Wallerstein 1997). The details of Wallerstein's scalar stratigraphy need not concern us here -the point to take on board is that, like Braudel, Wallerstein connects TimeSpace "levels" with levels of human awareness and agency; an individual vote for a political party during elections is an action at a different scale than that party winning the elections, which is again different from that party forming a government and implementing a neoliberal austerity program.
As mentioned at the outset, while chronotopes have had a relatively rewarding career in scholarship in our fields, scales are relatively under-used so far. When that notion was introduced in sociolinguistic work, it was presented as a concept that might do exactly what Braudel and Wallerstein used it for: to make fine stratigraphic distinctions between "levels" of sociolinguistic activity, thus enabling distinctions as to power, agency, authority and validity that were hard to make without a concept that suggested vertical -hierarchical -orders in meaning making (Wortham 2006 (Wortham , 2009 Blommaert 2007; Collins, Slembrouck & Baynham 2009; Blommaert 2010) . In the next section, I will bring chronotopes and scales together and examine how they can contribute to a complexity-oriented, realistic account of context and contextualization which, in turn, affects our views of language and meaning. Let me now clarify these points.
In its simplest form, chronotopes as historically configured tropes point us to the fact that specific complexes of "how-it-was" can be invoked as relevant context in discourse. Events, access to critical resources defining the genre: he lacked access to structured information (an archive) and had to rely on his own locally inflected memory; furthermore he lacked crucial literacy skills from the register of "historiography". The effect was that his "History of Zaire" remained buried at the lowest scale of communicability: in the drawers of a single addressee, who could at best understand it as an anthropological artefact of restricted interest, but not a documentation of "History" to be communicated on the scale level Tshibumba aspired to: the world of professional historians. It took an anthropologist such as I to "upscale" his Histoire by re-entextualizing it for another audience; but that took a very significant amount of reordering work.
Scale, thus, is best seen as the scope of actual understandability of specific bits of discourse (Blommaert, Westinen & Leppänen 2015) , and whenever we see chronotopes being invoked in discourse, we see them through the scalar effect of recognizability -that is, they can only be recognized by us when they have been performed by means of the register criteria their "type" presumes. And note that such recognitions can occur simultaneously at different scale levels, when different audiences recognize different indexical orders in the same discourse.
That in itself tells us something about the author and the audience: their positions in the stratified sociolinguistic economy that produced the discourse, enabling access to the resources required to create meanings that communicate with different people. Bakhtin's insistence on meaning as socially defined value derived from a stratified sociolinguistic system pushes us to this point: the historical analysis of novels, for Bakhtin, involved questions about how particular novels emerged out of particular social positions. We are capable now to add this mature sociolinguistic dimension to most of the interpretations of chronotope.
Timespace complexity
If we accept the preceding points, the analysis of meaning contains at least to sub-questions:
(a) what do we understand? And (b) How come we understand it as such? To return to earlier remarks, answers to both questions will involve aspects usually called "micro-" as well as "macro-" contextual; and to the earlier definition of the total linguistic/semiotic fact we can now add that it is not just mediated by the fact of cultural ideology but also by the fact of sociolinguistic stratification. We will be confronted, in every actual example of discourse, by a complex construction of multiple historicities compressed into one "synchronized" act of performance, projecting different forms of factuality and truth, all of them ideologically configured and thus indexically deployed, and all of them determined by the concrete sociolinguistic conditions of their production and uptake, endowing them with a scaled communicability at each moment of enactment. These dense and complex objects are the "stuff" of the study of language in society (cf. Blommaert & Rampton 2011; Silverstein 2014).
Analysis of such objects must not seek to reduce their complexity but to account for it.
Preceding developments in our field of study have dismissed the simple linear objects of linguistics as the (exclusive) conduits of meaning, and have replaced them by multiplex, layered, mobile and nonlinear -hence indeterminate and relatively unpredictable -objects which still demand further scrutiny in our quest for precision and realism. Part of that further scrutiny, I have suggested, is to imagine our object as shot through with different timespace frames provoking scaled meaning effects simultaneously understandable at different scale levels for different audiences, and continuing to do so long after they were effectively performed, with different effects at every moment of enactment.
